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ABSTRACT

The ploblem of scattering by a perfectly conducting multi-slotted circulal cylin-

der excited hy a z-polatized ?M incident plane wave is pr.esented. The solution is

carried out using two methods of analysis. In the first method the problern is ana-

lyzed using the boundaly value method. Field components inside and outsicle the

cylinder ale obtained in terms of tlie aperture fields. Then Galerkin's method is em-

ployed to solve for the unl<no*'n apertule fie1cls. In the second method the unknown

apertule frelds are obtainecl using the aperture field integral equation method. Upon

application of the l¡oundary condition, lú-integral equations are ol¡tained. The re-

sulting integral equations ar-e solved using the method of r¡oments. Results for.

the surface talgential electlic electric fields, the far scattered field ancl the bistatic

scattering rvidth are obtained and compaled using the two ploposecl methods.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The scattering of electlomagnetic rvaves from an infinite axial, perfectly conduct-

ing circular cylindel rvitli a single or multi-slot, situated in free space and excitecl

by a plane wave or an electric/magnetic line source is a well hnown problern in

electrornagnetic field tlieor'¡,. Recently the circular slotted cylinder filled rvith a di-

electric matelial has become the subject of extensive study due to its engineering

applications in clevices such as microstrip transmission lines, microstrip antennas

and composite missiles.

This problern can be classifietl into two categories accorcling to the excitation,

i.e. tlre H-polarization tr-ansveLse electúc T E" and E-polarization transverse rnag-

netltc T M" rvaves. The H-polarization case has received a detailed treatment as

an antenna problem [1]. OIte [2] studied the racliation of an elementary cylintler

antenna through a slotted enclosure, wher.e he reduced the problern to a Fredholm

integral equation of the fii'st kind, ancl then solved for a narrow slot as a special case.

Richmond and Gilreath [3] stucliecl a flush-r¡ounted dielectric-loaded axial slot on

a circular cylindrical antenna. The analysis was can'ied out using the boundary

value method and then Galerkin's method was introduced to complete the solution.

Sirnultaneous linear equations were gener.ated in which the unknown quantities were



the coefficients in a Fourier series expansion for the electric field in the outer aper-

ture. Johnson and Ziolkoivski [4] used the generalized dual solution to solve for

the scattering of an H-polarized plane wave from an axial slotted infinite cylinder.

This solution was introduced by Ziolkorvski [5] to solve the mixecl boundary prob-

lern of the electromagnetic aper-ture coupling type. The difi.action problem for a

narrorv slot was treated by Rhoc{es [6] and by Morse and Feshback [7]. Beren [8]

made a comparison study betlveen three methods of solution. In one rnethod, the

aperture fle1d integral equation method was used, while in the other trvo methods

(E-fielc{ integral ecluation and H-field integi-al equation) the fielcls rvere cletermined

fiom an equivelalt surface current. Although the H-fielcl integlal equation methocl

gives good results uncler some conditions, the solution becornes inaccur-ate uncler

tivo other conditions n4rich have to clo lvith the interior lesonance phenomenon [9]

in which nonunique solutions are obtained. However', the other trvo methods were

in a very good agreement and gar.e accurate results.

The E-polalizatiol case has received some attention in the literatule where

various techliques were employed. It rvas investigated with an integral equation

approach by Senior [10] and with approximate analytical appr.oaches by Libelo [1i].

Sìrestopalov et al. [12] have examined the problem rvith limiting cases of its dual se-

ries solution. Sinclair [13] has investigated the scattering frorn a perfectly conducting

notched cylinder by using the reciprocity theorem, and his solution has been gener.-

alized to include othe¡ geometries such as the conducting cylindrical wedge, ribbon



and strip. Yatom [14] extended the solution of the conducting notched cylinder to

the coated notched cylindeÌ and the teciprocity theorem was used in conjunction

with the boundary value method. The problem of a single slot lvas also studied

in detail by Hussein [15]. I{ishk [16] usecl the surface integlal equation techlique

to characterize the electromagnetic scattering from a surface impedance three cli-

mensional object partially coated *'ith dielectric material. The r.esulting integr.al

equations are solved for boclies of revolution using the method of moments.

The probìern of a r¡ulti-slot conc{ucting cylinder did not receive great deal of

attention in the literature. Hussein [17] studiecl in detail the multi-slot problern.

Horver.er the geornetry was utilized in the sarne mannel as other stluctures such as

the coupling between u'aveguide in infinite arrays [18] and coupling betrveen double

step cliscontimrities in rvaveguide [19].

The main objective of this thesis is to present an alalytical stud5, 6f the fields

in and around the cylinder for single and multi-slots with various values of slot

pararneters. The stuc{y is carried out using two methods of analysis. In the first

rnethocì, the bounc{ary r.alue techniclue is ernplol,ed, rvhile in the second method the

aper:ture fleld integrai equation is used with the fina1 computation carried out usilg

the method of moments.

In Chapter 2 the case of a single slot rvith an albitrary slot angle is considered.

The cylinder is taken to be perfectly conducting, situated in free space, fil1ed ivith

a dielectric rnaterial, and excited by a z-polaized transverse magnetic TM" plane



wave. The analysis is carried out using two methods as stated before. Both methocls

require the technique of separation of variables to start rvith [20], where the fields in

and around the cylinder are founcl using Maxwell's equations. In tlie first method,

the unknorvn apertule fielcl is expressed in terms of a complete set of continuous

and orthogonal functions defined on tìreir respective domains. Application of the

boundary conditions requires the use of the boundai-y value technique along rvitlr

Galerkin's method. Simultaneous linear equations are generated in rvhich the un-

knorvn quantities are the coefficierts in a Fourier series expansion for the aperture

electric field. In the seconcl rnethocl, the unknou'n aperture fielcl is expressed in terrns

of a cliscrete set of functions rvith unknotvn expansion coefficients definecl olly at

discrete points on the aperture. The rnethod of moments is usecl ilr conjunction lvith

the aperture flelcl integral equation technique to solve for the unknown ex¡ransion

coefficients.

Chapter 3 presents the general solution for the case of a multi-slot cylinder. The

cylinder is taken to be the same as the one specified in Chapter 2 except that it has

lú-arbitrary slots. The analysis used here is similar to the one used in Cha¡rter 2,

rvith the exception that thele are.fú-coupled equations according to the numl¡er of

slots, Moreover, the unknown aperture fielcls are expressed in terms of a contin-

uous orthogonal functions, each defined in its respective domain. The boundary

value technique requires the use of Galerkin's method /y'-times in order to generate

I{-coupled equations which contain the information on the aperture flelds. Sirni-



larly, there should be lú-coupled apertule fle1d integral equations which also contain

the information that specifies the behavior of the aperture fields. The method of

moments is then employed to solve the lú-integral equations simultaneously.

Chapters 4 and 5 present numerical results for the single-slot case and the multi-

slot case,respectivily. The results are classified into three palts. The first is usecl

to examine the accuracy of the solution over the bounclary region and to verify the

validity of the solution fol the complete conducting case. The second part discusses

the results for the far scatterecl field with an arbitrary slots argle. The thircl part

presents results and cliscussions for. the bistatic scattering lvidth. Conclusions ancl

recomrnendatiols for futui'e lvork are presentecl in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 2

ANALYSIS OF SCATTERING BY A PERFECTLY

CONDUCTING SINGLE-SLOTTED CIRCULAR

CYLINDER

The problern of scattelilg by a perfectly conducting infrnite cylinclel rvith a

single axial slot is presented in this chapter. Two methods of analysis are used

to analyze the problern ulder consicleration. Using Maxwell's equations alld the

technique of separation of valiables, field cornponents in ancl around the cylincler

are fouÌìd rvith unknou'n cornplex expânsion coefficients. An unknown tangential

electric field is assumed at the aperture. In the first method, application of the

boundary conditions require continuity of the tangential electric fielcl components in

and around the cylinder rvith the apertur.e electric field. Continuity of the tangential

magnetic field cornponents across the aperture using the boundary value technique

employs Galerkin's method, upon rvhich the fields in and around the cylincler ar.e

found in terms ofthe aperture field. On the other hand, the seconcÌ method ernploys

the continuity of the tangential rnagnetic field components across the aperture to

yielcl an integral equation in terms of the unknorvn aperture freld. In or.der to solve

this integral equation, the metliod of moments is employed [21]. The unknown



aperture field is expressed as an infinite series with a linear combination of the

expansion function. The expansion function is substituted into the iutegral equation,

then a weighting (testing) function is defined and usecl to test the integral equation

at different points.



2.1 Boundary Value Method

The boundaly value method is used to solve problems for which the field in a

given region of space is determinecl flom a knowledge of the fieÌd over the bounclary

of the region [20].

Consicler a perfectly conducting circular cylinder of radius a, rvith an infinite

axial slot along the z-axis of angular rvidth ó : P - a ! hr. The inner region of

the cylincler is assurned fillecl rvith dielectric material of per.mittivity el and perme-

ability ¡r1, and the outer region is taken to be free space. Tlle cylindel is excitecl

by a z-polarized transverse rnagnetic TfuI" fl,a;ne wave, rvith an inciclence angle /¿

measurecl frorn the positir.e a-axis, as shorvn in Fig. 2.1. Sirce the sour.ce and the

structure are indepenclent of z, the field produced by this source can have only a

z-cornponent of the electric fielcl that does not vary with z. Therefore, N4axrvell,s

ecluations lead to the following tangintial wave ecluations.

(v1,ó+k'z)8.:o (2.1)

and

u 7 (lE"
..o - ¡up dp

where the time dependence ei'¿ is understood.

(2.2)



Figure 2.1: Geometry of the single slot problem.



Tlre incident electric field of unit intensity due to a z-polarized plane wave is

given by

pi 
- --jkp"cos(ö-ó,\ (2.3)

Using the wave transformation [20], (2.3) can be expanded in terms of cylindr.icaì

wave functions as

E: : D j"€"J"(fr,p) cos 
"(ö - ó¡)

The / component of the inciclent field can be founcl using (2.2) to be

(2.4)

Hä : - jy.Ð ¡"r"¡"&.p) cos n(þ - þ;)
?¿=0

(2.5)

Since the inner and outel regions of the cylinder are assurned to be continuous,

smooth and of a circulal geometry, the expressions for the total electric field com-

ponents in both regions become

ø) : Ðj"r.A^J.(tup)cos nþ

ø? : Ð ¡"r,, la.nl,tç*.0¡ + J"(k.ù] cos n(þ - þ¡)

p < a (2.6)

p > a. (2.7)
?Ì=0

The total / components of the corresponding magnetic field can readily be founcl

frorn (2.2)as

Hà : -is'Ð i"e"A"J;(ktp) cos nþ p < a (2.8)
?¿=o

Hâ : -ia"Ð ¡"""1ø,a,t'\1tr.p¡ + J;(k,ù) cos n(S - þ¿) p > a. (2.e)
n=O

10



Here Jn is the cylindrical Bessel function of order n, HQ) is the cylindrical Hankel

function of the second kind and ordel n, the prime superscript denotes difierentiation

with respect to the total argument, yo and 91 are the intrinsic admittance of fr.ee

space and dielectlic material, respectively, rvhile ,4,, ale the unknorvn ttansmitted

field coeficients and 8,. ar-e the unknorvn scattered fie1cl coeficients.

To solve for the unknotvn transrnitting ancl scattering coefficients A,, al,d. 8,,,

respectively, r'e have to satisfy the follorving bounclary conditions:

E:= IE(ó)
to

Ittøt
ln

d<ó<p
otherwise

d<ó<p

otherwise

(2.10)

at p:cr) (2.11)

ancl

Hà: H3 P:a (2.r2)

Continuity of the tangential electric fields can be accomplishecl by expandilg

the unknown aperture field E(/) in terms of a complete set of orthogonal functions

defined on their respective domains. The expansion function has to be of / clepen-

dence only and z-dilected. Also, ìt needs to be chosen to conform rvith the edge

conditions at p : ¡¿, d : a and 4i : B. Moreover, the choice has to be appropriate

and such tliat the integrals involved in the formulation are possible.

11



Therefore the continuity of the tangential electric field at p : r¿ gives

* (E(ö) d<ó<p
Ði"€^A^J,,(kra)cosn/:i , (2.13)
n=o l. o othenvìse

and

. (E(ó) d<ó<0
l¡'e"lø"nl')1t,a;+ ek"a)lcos n(d-di): { e.r4)n=o [O othenvise

E(/) is the unknown aperture field and can be chosen as

a@):î',sin.y(/ - a) (2.15)

rvhere 7 : rcll(P - a) and B I a.

Substituting back into (2.13) and (2.14) ancl making use of the orthogonality

property of the trigonometric functions, the transmitting coeficients are be given

by

A,,:+ ^--)-ionFo' (2.16)
1t €.". ,J-l * o,l 

-,,, ,.\ ¡ / g=l

rvhere

r* : 
tP "in1(þ - a) cos nþ dþ , (2.rT)

and the scattered field coefficients l¡ecome

^ I T.-" "" .lø": --;_t. ^tlt=D","," 
_ J"(k"")l , (2,1s)

Hl''r(k'a) l"'" "oo ' '" 
I

where

, rþ
Go" : I sir T(/ - a) cos n(þ - ö¿) dó . (2.19)

Jd

12



The integrals in (2.17) and (2.t9) can be evaluated analytically and can be

written in closed {orms.

Similarly, application of the continuity of the tangential magnetic field compo-

nents gives

v,î i"r^,q,1^(k.a) cos nþ :
n=O

y.Ð i"€"la,,n^{'z)ç*"a¡ + J:,(k"a)]cos n(/ - óò (2.20)

Substituting (2.16) and (2.18) into (2.20), ancl making use of the Wronskian cleter'-

rnina.nt

t 
"(c) 

u!,t þ) - H;o) @) J.(Ì) : (2.21)

one obtains

2j
)

1f 3:

å "å l#mo,""os ns - ffi","co' "1þ - þr)] :
t; æ ;n-4./ \- .t en

T;à ,ffi cos n(þ - þt) (2'22)

In order lot (2.22) to l¡e evaluated for the unhnorvn expansion coefficierts øn,

Galerkin's technique has to be introducecl, to enforce the continuity of the tangential

magnetic fielcl components across the aperture. Multiplying l¡oth sicles of Q.22) by

sinT'(/ - a), where 1' : rpl@ - a), ancl integrating over tlie aperture, i.e. from

ó: a to þ - B, fhe resulting equation can be written in a matrix forrn as follows.

lz*l [oo] : lu,l (2.23)



where

ard

(2.25)

an in (2.23) represents the unknorvn fielcl expansion coefficients

In matching ¡1ó acÌoss the apelture, a selection of the rveighting function

sinT'(þ - o) u'as made to be the så.me as the basis function in (2.15). This is

a distinctive feature of Galerkin's method.

Tlre matrix ecluation in (2.23) can be solved to obtain numelical values for øn,

while (2.16) and (2.18) are enployed to determine the unknown coeficients ,4," ancl

-B,., respectively.

2.2 Apertule Field Integral Equation

The same structure used in Section 2.1 will be used in this section to forrnulate

the problern using the aperture field integral equation method. The electric alcl

rnagnetic components in both regions will have the same expansion form as given

by (2.6-2.9). Application of the l¡oundary conditions (2.10-2.11), and rnaking use

of the orthogonality property of the trigonometric functions, the transmitting and

scattering field coefficients can be obtained in an integral forrn as foliows.

zo,:iliffi*"*"- ¡1'Q)ft.a) ^ ^ j
nFqt *:u*uo"1

^,, 
: ';åõ [ uø't cos nþ'd,þ, ,

(2.24)

t4

(2.26)



B" : #G*)l; l: E(g') cos n(ó' - ó)aø' - L,G*)f ez7)

Noiv, making use of the remaining boundary condition given by (2.12), anc{ sub-

stituting for ,4" and 8,, as given above by (2.26) ancl (2.27), respectively, one gets

the follorving integral equation.

$ ¡o [s, Ji1A,a) H:,(2\(k.a) I

,,-J" l;-ifrõcos 
n/cos'ó' -';Nä'os n(ó - þ¡) cos n(þ' - ó) 

I 
E(ó')'tó'

= f¿ i --lri'," cos n(/ - þ¡). (2.28)
k.o 

^=t-o 
HÍr) (k"o) "'''-,' Ytl \

where /' is a clumrny variable of integration.

2.2.L Method of Moments Algorithm

Equation(2.28) represents the aperture field integral equation, this equation is of a

little use unless it can be evaluated analytically or can be computecl numerically.

Since the analytical approach has already l¡een discussed in Section 2.1, the analysis

will be carried out using a nurnerical technique. The method o{ monents [21] has

proven to be one of the most efficient approximate method for obtaining results of

acceptable acculacy. The results of the application of this approach to scattering

problerns is essentially a transformation of the original integral equation into a set of

Iy' lineal equations in 1ú unknowns. A linear combination of the 1ú unknorvns forms

an approxirnation to the original unknown quantity appearing in the associated
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integral equation. The above procedure may be written in a matrix equation of the

follow.ing form

[z] [B]: [v] , (2.2s)

rvhere [Z] is the coeficient rnatrix, [B] is the unknown quantity, and [V] is the

knorvn quantity of the matlix equation. The accur.acy of the solution lai-gely de-

pencls on the number of sarnpling points 1{ and the approximate metliod used fol

evaluating the eler¡ents of the rnatrix [Z]. However, since the deterrnination of [Z]

requiles approximate evaluation o{ the sub-integral over l{, better accur.acy rvould

i:equire rnore accurate approximation techniques. Therefore, it seems aclvantageous

to keep the numbel of sampling points, 1ú, as low as possible and use more accurate

techniques for evaluating [Z]. Moreover, there is a limit on 1ú beyond *'hich the

accuracy of the solution would greatly be impaired. Andreasen [22] has shown that

for a smooth portion of the scatteler, the distance betlveen tlvo adjacent sampling

points raust not exceecl À/4. Furthermore, for regions close to the sharp edges,

additional sampling points are needed.

2.2.2 Numerical Solution of the Integral Equation

To apply the method of moments fo ( 2.28), the aperture field, E(/) at p : ¿

and / - a to ó - B, ivill be expancled in terrns of basis functions and unknown

16



expansion coefficients as follows.

a
E(ö):Ðbq Mq,

s=1

(2.30)

(2.32)

rvhere ón ale the unknorvn cornplex coeficients to be evaluated, a:nd Mo are l<noln

basis functions. The above summation is limited to a finite numl¡er of terms Q. The

clroice of the basis functions, fuIo, has no mathematical restrictions.

Equation (2.30) is substituted into (2.28) using pulse functions as basis func-

tions. i. e.

(2.31)

A sirnple rvay to oì:tain an approximate solution is to lequire that equation

(2.30) be satisfied at discrete points in the corresponding aperture. This procedure

is called the point-rnatching method. Thus, selecting a set of testing functions, I4lo,

(1 Ó:Ó,ù1,:516-Q"):(
(. o otherivis"

t1 ó:ó,
IAo: 6ç6 - Ó') : {

I o otherwise

and defining an inner product as in 121]

[z;,] tb,t: lri] ,

17

< w,G ,: l"w .c a", (2.33)

rvhere s is the aperture rvidth. We see that equation (2.28) can finally be rvritten in

a matrix folm as follows

(2.34)



wheÌe

g [y1 Ji(k'a; ¡l.Q\ft"a)zoo: \l;i¡Iã cos nþo cos ,ø, - îùãcos 
n(óo - ó¡)

. cos n(þo - þ¿)l (2.35)

ancl

v:: ?Ë -+-..s n(óp- ó;). (2.36)p k.o ,_"_o u[Ð6.n) 
""- .".-u

The rnatrix equation (2.34) can be solved to obtain numerical values for'ô0, while

(2.26) and (2.27) arc employed to determine the unknown coeficients An a;nd 8,,,

respectir.ely.



CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS OF SCATTERING BY A PERFECTLY

CONDUCTING MULTI-SLOTTED CIRCULAR

CYLINDER

In this chapter, the problern of scattering by a perfectly colducting circular

cylinder with multi-slots is presented. The analysis developed in Chapter 2 for a

single-slot cylinclel is extendecl to solve for the problem of a rnulti-slot conclucting

cylinder'.

The cylinder is assumed to have 1ù-slots, each of an albitrary slot width. Sirni-

lal to the analysis usecl in Chapter 2, tu'o methods are used to analize the problem

under consideration. Starting rvith Maxrvell's equations ancl the technique of sep-

aration of variables, the transmittecl and scattered field unknorvn coeficients are

found in terms of the assumed tangential aperture electlic flelcl. Continuity of the

tangential magnetic field components across the /y'-apertures using the boundary

value technique leads to the use of Galerkin's method. Iy'-coupled equations con-

taining the inforrnation of the ly'-slots are generated and solved sirnultaneously for

the unknorvn aperture frelds. In the second method, the continuity of the tangential

rnagnetic fieid cornponents across the apertures yields 1{-integral equations in terms

19



of the unknown aperture frelds. The method of moments is introduced in older to

solve these integral equations, rvhere the unknorvn aperture fielcls are expressecl in

terms of an infinite series with a linear combination of the expansion functions. The

expansion functions are then substituted into the integral equations, tlien rveighting

functions ale defined and usecl to test each integral equation at diferent points.

20



3.1 Boundary Value Method

Consider a pelfectly conducting circular cylinder of radius ø, with /ú-axial slots

along the z-axis, each of angular ividth A/¡ : 13¡ - dj, wheÌe the subscript j

denotes the aperture index. The inner region of the cylinder is assumed fillecl tvith

a dielectric material of perrnittivity e1 and permeability ¡r.1, and the outer region is

taken to be ft'ee space. The cylinclel is excited by a z-polar.ized tLansvelse magnetic

T M, plarre wave, rvith inciclence angel þ; rneasured fi'om the positive o-axis, as

shorvn in Fig. 3.1. Since the sour-ce and structure are independent of z, the frelds

produced by this soulce can olly have z-cornponent of the electric field that clo not

vary with z. Using Maxwell's equations and follorving the forrnulation in Chapter 2,

the total electric field cornponents il both legions are given by

The total / cornponents of the corresponding magnetic field can readily be found

frorn (2.2).

El : Dj"e,,A,,J,(fup)cos nþ

n? : Ð¡"r"[s"nl,t1t.p¡ + J"(k.Ð)cos n(ó - d;)
n=0

Hà = - jyri f r^A*l^(t 1p) cos ng
n=O

p < a (3.t)

p > d (3.2)

21
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nl : -ìu.î,j",,1a,,u^tt1te"¿ + t^çt.¿lcos n(ó- ö¡) p > a (J.4)
n=D

Here, J,, is the cylindlical Bessel function of order n, H[2) ]s the cylindrical Hankel

functiol of the second kind and order rz. The prime superscript denotes differenti-

ation with respect to the total argument, y. al,d y1 are the intrinsic admittance of

free space and dielectric material, respectively, while ,4, are the transrnitted fielcl

coeffcients ancl 8,. are the scatterecl field coefficients.

To solve for the unknorvn transmitting and scattering field coeficients ,4," ancl

-B,,, respectively, the follorving bourrclall'conditions have to be satisfiecl.

Dl løt@) a¡<ó<o¡

I o othe.rvise

D,2 lettø) a¡<ó<þ.¡
' to othe'wise

j:7,2,'..,N

j :1,2,...,N

at p: ¡¿ (3.5)

at p: 0 (3.6)

and

Hà= H3 0<þ<2r at p: ¡1 (3.7)

Continuity of the tangential electric fie1ds can be accomplished by expanding

the unknorvn aperture fields E¡(/) in terms of a complete set of orthogonal func-

tions defined on theil respective domains. The expansion function ìras to be of /

dependence only and z-directed. Also, it needs to be chosen so as to conforn with

tlre edge conditions at p : ¡7, ö = a¡ anà þ: B¡. Morcover, the choice has to be

zõ



approptiate in a rvay to rnake the integrals involved in the formulation possible to

evaluate.

Continuity of the tangential electric fields at p : ¿ leads to

* (E¡(ó) a¡ <ó<p¡
Di"r"¡"1"(t'ra)coszþ= { (3.s)

'=o l0 other.wise

and

c' (E¡(ó) c¡<Ó<þ¡
>, j"e,,lB,,HÍ'z)({.,o) + J,,(,t"a)] cos n(6 - 6,¡ : I ' (3.9)
n=o ( 0 othelil'ise

Next, we choose

E¡(ó): i øorsin,y,(þ - o¡) (3.i0)

lvhere E¡(/) is the jth unknorvn apertule field, ao, are the unknou,n complex ex-

pansion coefficients of the 7th aperture, and 7¡ : rq¡l(þ¡ - a¡)

Substituting (3.10) into (3.8) and (3.9) and rnaking use of the orthogonality

property of the trigonometric function, one obtains the transr¡itted field coefficients

as follows.

^":';r¡^f, Ë. ",, *," (s 11)
¡. ,r\ ¡ / J=tgJ=r

rvhere

Fnr,: lP' sill(/ - a¡) cos nþd.g. (3.12)

The scattered field coefficients become

D - 
1 l;-' lv '" I

-.- -.,v^ l=Dlan,Gq.n-J,(k.a)l 1l.ra;nà'\ttoa) l^en j=l q)=1 I
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where

(3.14)

Similarly, application of the continuity of the tangential magnetic field cornpo-

nents (3.7) leads to the following equation.

co co

u, \ i" e 
^ 
A^J 

^( 
k1 ø) cos nó : y 

" Ð j", ^ [a. a 
^{'?) 

ç*. a¡ + J ;(k "")]n=0 n=0

.cos n(þ - þ;) (3.15)

Substituting (3.11) and (3.13) into (3.15) and making use of the Wronskian deter-

minant

J"@) HP @) - ¡7'{2) @) J,(r) : (3.16)

",," 
: l:: sinl¡(g - a¡) cos n(þ - ó¡) dö .

2j
1t 3:

one obtains

SS" $fs',/í(¡'o¡"' ^^ -, H,Q)(k,a), l
L,L-,', àl;ñGó4|,cos nó - -iffi",fcos n(þ - d')l :

# "Ë-#ó^cos 
n(d - di)' (3 I 7)

In order for (3.17) to be evaluated fol the unknown expansion coeficients no'

Galerkin's technique has to l¡e employed. Multiplying both sides oi (3.17) by the

colresponding weighting function of each apelture and integrating over each aperture

independently, gives

åå ", i=ìliffiF,nF^n - ffir,,^",,^1 : hi=ìffiG,*



å å ",, þ^liffi'F,nFp,n - ffi",,,"*^1 : #Ð,-#6",."

(3.18)

Ëå ",, äln##År,,nFp*n 
_ ffi",,^",.,] : #p^ffi",*

In matching rYé across the aperture, a selection of the s'eighting functions was

rrade to l¡e the same as the basis function in (3.10). Where sin7r,(þ - o) is the

weigliting {unction of tlie ¡th apelture, and 7r, : np¡, l(ll¡, - a¡,) and j' represents

the index of the ¡th weighting function which corresponds to the jth aperture. Norv,

(3.19) can be rvrjtten in a matrix form as follows

NN
D 12,,,,,] 1",,1 

: D lv,,,lj'=1 j' =t

øn, in (3.19) represent the unknown fields expansion coefficients of the jth apertule

where

zr¡,, : 
_î"1î#3Fo,,,Fo,,n 

_ 
ffir,,,,c,,,^]

'; 
't ;n'

v - 
"J \1 J'n r'l'Pi - kod ?=o H{r)çk"o¡"ri"'

(3.1s )

(3.20)

(3.21)

The matrix equation in (3.19) can be solved to obtain numerical values for' øn'

while (3.11) and (3.13) are employed to determine the unknown coefficients 1. and

-B,, respectively.
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3.2 Aperture Field Integral Equation

Folloiving the same analysis discussed in Section 3.1, the electric and magnetic

field components in both legions tvill have the sarne expansion for.ms as given by

(2.6-2.9). By enforcing the continuity of the tangential electric field (3.5 3.6), and

making use of the orthogonality property of the trigonornetric functions, rve ol¡tain

the transmitting and scattering field coefficients in an integr.al forrn as follorvs

, j-" I $¡o;A" :',*;FAl-1",,' u'tø I cos nó' dó' (3.22)

B, : - ^J-- lË¡.t"':E;(/') cos n(ö' - ói),tó' - r,,(k",)f ß.2s)uL',(k.o) L

Norv, applying the remaining boundary condition (3.7) and substituting for ,4,,

and 4, into (3.i5) one gets an integral equation as follorvs

P^ä l"': lf#¿cos n/ cos "d - ffi cos n(þ -¿,¡ cos n(d' - dr)]

'E¡(ó')dö' = Hi=ìfficos n(þ - þ¿) ' (3'24)

rvhere /' is a durnmy valiable of iirtegration.

Equation (3.24) represents the aperture integlal equation. This equation as dis-

cussed in Section 2.2.1, is of no use unless it can be evaluated for the unknorvn

quantity. One tvay to solve this integral equation is numerically. Methocl of mo-

rnents [21] has proven to be the most effcient approximate method for obtaining

result of acceptable acculacy. The technique of method of moments is discussed in

Section 2.2.1.
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Now, in ordel to use the method of moments to solve the integral equation (3.24),

the apelture fields E¡(/) ivill be expanded as a series of basis functions and unknotvn

complex expansion coeficients such as

q
a¡Ø): D bo,Mn,

si=1
(3.25)

\\,heÌe öq, are the unknown cornplex coeficients of the jth aperture, ancl Mn, ar.e

knorvn basis functions of the cor-responding aperture. Substituting (3.25) back into

(3,24) and choosing the jth basis functions as pulse functions such as

(1 ó:ön,
XIo, : 5¡6 - ón,) -- I

( o othenvise
ëo¡ e Ló¡. (3.26)

A simple way to obtain an approxirnate solution is to require that equation

(3.2a) be satisfied at discrete points in the corresponding aperture. This procedure

is a part of the point-matching rnethod. To achieve this, a set of testing functions

W'r-, correspond to the jth apertule are selected as follows

(3.27)

Next, define an inner: product as in [21]

<W,G2: Iw.ca" (3.28)
Jsr

rvhere s¡ is the ¡th apertule width, Finally, Equation (3.24) can be wlitten in a

matrix form as follows.

lt,,,,,llo,,J=¿ l"; ] ,D

28
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whele

z' -$fY''li(¡"oloo,,o,: !^l¡fficos nþn,

ô.i co :n -¿./ \- .l cnv-:-L ) + cosn(ór, -ói]l.Pt' k.o 7=o Ht')(k.")
(3.31)

The matrix equation (3.29) can be solved to obtain numerical values for ön, rvhile

(3.22) and (3.23) are employed to cletermine the unknorvn coeficients A^ and 8,,,

respectively.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE SINGLE-SLOT

CASE

This chapter presents numerical results for the single-slot case. The results are

classifiecl into three sections. The first is usecl to examine the accuÌacy of the solutiol

over the boundaly region, and to check the r.alidity of the solution for the complete

colclucting case. The seconcl section cliscusses the results for the far scatterecl fielcl

of a single slot case rvith an arbitra'-y slot angle. Finally, the results for tlie bistatic

scattering width are discussed in the last section. Using (2.23) ancl (2.34) to solve

for øn and ón respectively, the transmitted ancl scattered fielcl coeficients can l¡e

obtained as given in Chapter 2. The bistatic scattering wiclth can be found as

alóì: lim 2r"lE'Ø'Ð1"p-æ'l E¡ 
|

4.L Comparison Results

(4. 1)

To examine the accuracy of the solution over. the boundary region, the tangen-

tial conrponent of the total electric fleld (81) and (82") werc computed using (2.6)

and (2.7),respectively with ö; = 0", while the cylinder is taken to have an electric

radius È¿ = 2t¡ ,, and relative permittivity e, : 1. The results for t.rvo different
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slot angles are shorvn in Fig. 4.1, where a : -5' and {J : 5o, and Fig. 4.2 where

a: -25' àîd P :25'. Both figures show a vely good agreernent between the trvo

proposed methods and confirm that the total tangential electlic field vanishes at

tlre conclucting surface. À4oreover', both (2.6) and (2.7) gave the same results for

the surface tangential electric field. Fig. 4.3 shorvs the l¡istatic scattering rvidth for

a complete conducting cylinder in comparison with a slotted cylinder of an infinite

relative perrnittivity and the realtive penneability approaching 0. The cylinder has

an electric radius É¿ : 2n and a slot angle of 50'. Similarly, Fig. 4.4 compales the

results of the bistatic scattering rviclth of a cornplete conducting cylinder rvith a very

narrow-slot cylinder. It can be concluded that the proposed rnethods are in a very

good agreement rvith the exact solution of the complete conducting cylinder.
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Figure 4.1: Total tangential electric field with ka :2n, e, = I, ö;: 0o, a : -5o
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Boundary value Method

--O-- Method of Moments

Figure 4.2: Total tangential electlic freld with lca : 2n, e, : 7, ó¡ : 0" , a : -25'

atr.dß:25o.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of bistatic scattering ividth fol a complete conducting cylin-

der with slotted cylinder, €r = co, ó¡:0o, a: -5" and B : 5o.
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Figure 4.4: Compalison of bistatic scattering width for a complete conducting cylin-

der with a narrow slot cylinder, e, :1, ó¿ :0o, a: -712' and P : I12..



4.2 Results for the Far Scattered Field

This section discusses tlte behavior of the far scattered field for the single slot

case. TIie lesults ale plotted fol an arbitrary slots angle and incidence angle. The

far scattered fle1d can l¡e obtained using (2.7).

Figs. 4.5-4.8 shorv the result of the far scattered field fol a slot angle of 10,

i.e. (a: -5',þ:5o) and an arbitraly incidence angle þ¡ : 0',90', 180',270.,

respectively. Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 show the far scattered fiekl for the sarne problem

rvlrere o : 175" and 0 : 185' and for incidence angles of ói :0',180' respectively.

It can be concludecl that the maximurn far scattered field occurs in the forrvarcl

direction, and the direction of the incident field afects the strength of the r¡aximum

scattered fie1d and number of the oscillations. Fig. 4.12 shorvs the results of the back

scatterilg width using the two methods with slot angle of 10o, fi'om which it can

l¡e concluded that the maximurn back scattering width takes place in the vicinity of

the s1ot, ( due to the edge efect), aud it becomes almost constant as rve rnove away

from the apertule.
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Figule 4.5: Far scattered fie1d rvith ka:2r, e,:1, ó¡:0', a: -5" aû, B:9,.
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Figure 4.6: Far scatteled field with ka : 2r, e, : 1, ö; : 90', a : -5o a¡d þ = 5..
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Figure 4.7: Far scattered freld ivith kø : 2r, e, = 7, ö¡:180', a: -5o a;¡d B:5o.
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Figure 4.8: Far scattered field rvith ka:2n., e, :7, ó;:270", a: -5" a¡d É : 5"
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Figure 4.9: Far scattered field with Èø :2r, €, : I, ó¿ : 0', a : 775' and B : 1850
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Figure 4.10: Far scattered field rvith ka = 2tr, e, :7, ó¡: 180", a : 175' and

13 : 185".
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Figure 4.11: Far scattered field with ka = 2tt, e, : I, ó; : 0", a : -25. and
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4.3 Results for the Bistatic Scattering Width

The results for the bistatic scattering width for diferent slot angles and diferent

slot positions are given in Figs.4.13-4.14, from which it can be concluded that il

the slot is in the opposite direction to the incident field, the bistatic scattering

width rvoulcl be smoother ancl would have less oscillations. Furthermore. as the size

of the siot angle increases, the forward bistatic scattering lvidth ,"ortd d".r"u.",

the back bistatic scattering rvidth rvould increase and the numl¡er of oscillations

rvould increase also. The effect of loading the inner: region of a slotted cylinder by

a dielectric rnaterial of relative perrnittivity e, : 3,7,11 and a slot size of 50' ale

shorvn in Figs. 4.15-4.17 respectively, it can be concluded that as tire permittivity

incleases the response of the bistatic scattering rviclth becomes srnoother. Finally,

Fig. 4. 18 shorvs the results for the back scattering rvidth rvith respect to the electlical

radius fr¿ of a cylinder with a 10" slot i.e. (cv: -5o ancl P:5'),¿,:1and ö; -- 0",

from which it is cleal that as frø increases the back scattering width increases.Filally

we can conclude that as the size of the slot or the radius of the cylinder increases

mote telms ale requirecl in order {or tlie solution to converge. For exarnple, for

a cylinder ol lea : 2n and a slot angle of 10o, 5 terms are needed in order for

the boundary value solution to converge, rvhile the aperture field integral equation

solution requires 40 segments as a rninimum in ordet for the solution to conver.ge,

Moreover, more sampling points ale needed near the edges of the slot.
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Figure 4.13: Bistatic scattering width ivith ka:2¡r, e, :1, ó¡: 0o, a: -5" alcl
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Figure 4.14: Bistatic scattering width ivith k,a:2n,e,:l,ö¡:0o,a: -25" and
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Figule 4.16: Bistatic scattering width with ka:2r, e, :7, ö;: 0o, a: -25' and
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Figure 4.17: Bistatic scattering ividth with lca = 2n, er : 17t ö¡ : 0., a : -25o
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE MULTI-SLOT

CASE

In this chapter numerical results for the multi-slot problem is presented. With

knorvleclge of the expansion field coeficients ø0, and ón, fi.om (3.19) ancl (3.29),

respectively, the unknorvn ex¡ransion fielcl coeffcients can be found as cliscussed in

Chapter'3. The surface and far' fields can be detelminecl and compared for the trvo

proposed rnethods. Tlie bistatic scattering rvidth can be found using (4.1).

5.1 Comparison Results

To obtain numerical results, the cylinder is taken to have an electrical raclius

of ka :2r¡. To examine the accuracy of the solution over the boundary region,

the tangential component of the total electric field (-Ð,) w". computed using (3.1)

and (3.2) with dr : 0o, and 6, : 1 for two different cases. Fig.5.1 shows the

results of the total tangential electric fleld for two equal slot angles rvhele dr :

-5o,þr: 5o,o2:175' and þz:185". Fig. (5.2) shorvs the same result, but for

trvo diferent slot angles,i.e. at: -25',þt:25',az: 175, and Éz : 185,. The

two results show good agreernent between the two methods, and also confiun that
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the total tangential electric field vanishes at the conducting surface. Moreover', (3.1)

and (3.2) give the sarne results fol the total tangential electric field. Fig 5.3 shorvs a

cornparison betrveen a complete conducting cylinder, and a two-slots cylinder where

6r : co and ¡r., approaches 0, a1 : -25', h:25', az : 155o, þz:205o anà

ó; : 0". The results sholv cornplete agreement betrveen the exact solution and the

two proposed methods.
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Figure 5.1: Total tangential electric field of a two slots cylinder with ka : 2r,

e,:1, ó¿:0o, or: -5', h:5o,az:175o and þz:185".
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Figule 5.2: Total tangential electric field of a two slots cylinder with ka : 2¡,

e, : 1, ó¿ = 0o, ar - -25o, þt: 25o, az : 175' a'nd P2 : 7850.
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6.2 Results for Far Scattered Field

Figs. (5.4-5.7) show the results of the far scattered fleld for two slots i.e.

(at = -25', h :25o,az: 175' and llz:185") ancl an arbitrary angles of incidence

equal to ó;:0',90',180' and 270", respectively. It can be concluded that the

rnaxirnurn scattered field occurs in the forward direction, and the direction of in-

cjdence afects the strength of the maximum scattered field, the nurnber of oscil-

lations and tlieil strelgth. The far scattered fields for diferent slot angles ancl

diferent slot positions ale given in Figs. (5.8-5.9), where it can be concluclecl that

as the slot size incleases the folward scattered frelcl decreases rvhile the side lol¡e

level increases. The back scattering rvidth for a trvo-slot cylinder, tvltete cyr : -5o,

þt : 5o,az : 175" , þz: 185' and ¿" : 1, is given in Fig. (5.10), ancl due to syrn-

rnetry, is presented over the range fi'orn 0' to 90' showing that the inaxirlut¡ back

scatteling width occurs in between the two slots.
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Figure 5.4: Far scattered field of a trvo slots cylinder with É¿ =2r, €,: I, ó¡:0',
at : -25o, h :25", az : 775o ar'd B, - 195'.
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Figule 5.5: Fal scattered fielcl of a two slots cylinder ivith &ø:2n, e,:7, ó¡:90o,

at: -25o, h:25', az:175' aììd B2 : 1850.
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Figure 5.6: Far scattered field of ativoslots cylinder with ka:2r,e": 1, d¡: 180',

at : -25o, h : 25', az : 775o ¿Lrrd p2 : I85o.
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Figure5.7: Far scatteled fle1d of atwoslots cylinder with lt,a:2¡r,e,:7, ó¿:270o,

at : -25", þt:25', az: 775o ar.d Bt :195'.
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Figure 5.8: Far scattered field of a two slots cylinder ivith ßa : 2r, e, : I, ö¿ - 0" ,

dt : -25o, þt:25o, az:205' and Br:155'.
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Figure 5.9: Far scattered fie1d of a two slots cylinder with ft¿ :2n t €, :1, ö; : 0',

dr : -90o, h: 90", az:175' and B, : 135'.
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Figure 5.10: Back scattering width of a trvo slots cylindel rvith frø : 2n, e, : 7,

dt : -5o, h = 5', az: I75' and Éz - 185".
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5.3 Results for Bistatic Scattering Width

The results for the bistatic scattering tvidth for different slot angles are shown

in Figs. (5.11-5.13). It is clear that as the size of the forward slot (facing the

incident wave) incleases, the fortvard bistatic scattering ividth increases. On the

other hand, as the back slot (180' arvay from the incidence direction) increases in

size, the forward bistatic scattering rvidth decreases. Holevel, increasing the size

of the slots results in an inclease in the numl¡er of oscillations and their amplitude.

The effects of loading the inner region of the cylilcler rvith clifelent clielectric

matelials for a cylinclel rvith different slot angles are shorvn in Figs. (5.14-5.16).

It can be observed that the loaciing increases the forrvard bistatic scattering rvidth

and also reduces and srnooths the oscillations elsewhele. Finally Fig. (5.17) shorvs

the results for the l¡ack scatteling rvidth with respect to the electrical radius ftø of

a cylinder with trvo identical slots of 10" i.e. (q : -5o,fu :5o,az: 175' and

þz : 185'), ¿' : 1 and ó¡ : 0' , from which it is cleal that as frø increases the back

scattering lvidth incleases.
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Figure 5.11: Bistatic scattering wiclth of a two slots cylindel with frø :2r, e, : I,

ó¿ : 0o, at : -5o ¡ lJt : 5', az : 775o atà B" : 195'.
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Figure 5.12: Bistatic scattering rvidth of a trvo slots cylinder with Ë¿ :2¡r, e, = I,

ó; : 0o, dt : -25o,, h : 25, az : I71o and B, : 195o.
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Figure 5.13: Bistatic scattering ividtli of a two slots cylinder with fr¿ :2tr, e, :7,

ó; : 0o, dt : -25o , þt : 25o, az : 755 anà B2:205.
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Figure 5.14: Bistatic scattering width of a two slots cylinder with k¿ :2tr, e,: I0,

Ó; : 0", cYr : -5or þt : 5', az : 775" and B2 : 195'.
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Figure 5.15: Bistatic scattering rvidth of a two slots cylinder with ft¿ : 2¡r, e, : 3,

ó; : 0", at = -25o, h - 25', az : 155' and Br: 2g5o.
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ó; : 0', at : -25o t h : 2-c, az : 755" and B" : 295'.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The problem of scatteling by a perfectly conducting circular multi-slotted cylin-

der has been investigated in this thesis. In Chapter 2 the discussion lvas restricted

to a single slot cylinder. The analysis rvas carried out using the boundary value

methocl. The aperture field integlal equation method lvas introducecl ancl the re-

sults u'ere corrpalecl numerically ivith the boundar-y value method. The agleement

betrveen the two rnethocls for the surface tangential electric field, the far scatterecl

field, the back scattering rvidth and the bistatic scattering rvidth rvas excellent in

al1 cases studied. The accuracy of the solution *'as ol¡tained by exarnining the so-

lution over the bounclaly tegion. The surface tangential electric field was computed

using the trvo methods, and the results confirmed that the total tangential electric

field vanishes over the conducting surface. Also the solution was examined for the

case whele e, approaches oo and ¡-1, approaches 0. The results were in a very goocl

agreement with the exact solution of the cornplete conducting cylinder. It should

be pointed out that the accurac¡' and the convelgence of the solution are highly

dependent on the slot size, the position of the slot with respect to the incidence

freld, the radius of the cylinder and the dielectric media in the inner region.

In Chapter 3, the solution was extended to include a multi-slot cylinder. Meth-



ods of analysis used here were the same as those used in Chapter 2. The multi-slot

problem required the need of jV-system of matrix equations accolding to the numl¡er

of slots, The investigation was limited to two-slot cylinder and the results were ob-

tained regarding the surface tangential electric field, the far scattered field, the back

scattering rvidth and the bistatic scattering rvidtli. Similar to the case of the single-

slot, tlie accuracy of the solution rvas obtained by exarnining the solution over the

boundaly region. Moreover', the solution rvas varified also rvith the complete con-

clucting cylindel by taking ¿, : oo ancl rnz, approaches 0. The agreement between

the trvo methods lvas excellent in all cases studied. A point rvorth mentioning is that

the accuracy and convergence of the solution is dependent on the factors mentioned

above for the single-slot cylinder. In addition the spacing betrveen the slots and the

nur¡ber of slots has a gleat efect on the behavior of the scattered fle1d.

Although the solution up to two slots was investigated, it is obviously of interest

to extend the effort to thlee slots a¡rd more, Another potential study is to investigate

an optimum design, taking into account the cylinder size lelative to the tvave length,

number, size and spacing betrveen the slots to maximize or minimize the scatteling

width. Finall¡', the work can be extended to loading the interior ancl the exterior

regions of the cylinder with dielectric multi-layers
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